Annex No 1
Development Plan for Education Programmes 2016–2020
Latvian Academy Development Plan for Education Programmes 2016–2020 (hereinafter
Development Plan for Education Programmes) has been worked out to specify the plan for programme
content modernisation and secure quality study programmes in fields connected with STEM for
students of the Latvian Academy of Culture: in the sectors of culture and arts (stage art (theatre and
dance) and film art), in culture and creative industries, including audio-visual studies and museology
in accordance with the economic needs in Latvia and Europe. The development plan for education has
been worked out in accordance with Priority No 1, Priority No 2, Priority No 3 and Priority No 4 of
the LAC Strategy [To secure a high quality of the study process; To promote integration of creativity
in the study process; To promote the development of research, and to provide for indivisibility of
studies and research; To form a platform of studies and research for the development of creative
industries].
The LAC structural division Latvian Culture College (LAC LCC) offers first level professional higher
education and fourth level professional education; it also does research and is involved in artistic
creativity according to the profile of the study programmes and provides possibilities of further
education and adult education. The LAC LCC plan for education programmes has been integrated into
the Latvian Academy Development Plan for education programmes and it has been harmonised with
Priority No 1 and Priority No 2 of the LCC Work and Development Strategy 2016–2020 [Provision of
qualitative education, oriented towards the requirements of the labour market; Competitive creative and
artistic activities, and research].
Currently the LAC and the LCC carry into effect the following STEM programmes, namely,
study programmes in creative industries:
1. The LAC academic BA study programme “Audio-visual Art” (43213)
2. The LAC academic BA study programme “Contemporary Dance” (43212)
3. The sub-programme “Audio-visual Art: Film Direction and Production” of the LAC
academic MA study programme “Arts” (45212)
4. The sub-programme “The art of acting” of the LAC academic MA study programme “Arts”
(45212)
5. The sub-programme of the LAC MA academic studies “Arts” (45212) “Culture Management
and Creative Industries”,
6. The sub-programme of the LAC MA academic studies “Arts” (45212) “International Culture
and Media Management”,
7. The sub-programme of the LAC MA academic studies “Arts” (45212) “Museum and Culture
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Heritage Studies”,
8. The sub-programme of the LAC MA academic studies “Arts” (45212) “The Art of Theatre
(specialisations: The Art of Contemporary Dance, Contemporary Drama Texts, Theatre
Direction),
9. The LCC study programme “Management of Art Institutions” (41345), specialisation “Media
Production”,
10. The LCC study programme “Management of Art Institutions” (41345), specialisation “Sound
Reinforcement System”,
11. The LCC study programme “Management of Art Institutions” (41345), specialisation “Light
Design”,
12. The LAC study programme “Contemporary Dance’' (41212).
Currently the LAC and the LCC are preparing the following STEM programmes for licencing,
specifically, programmes for studies in creative industries:
1. The joint (LAC and RTU) academic BA study programme “Creative Industries”,
2. The Joint (LAC and RTU) academic MA study programme “Creative Industries and
Innovations”,
3. The LCC is elaborating a new specialisation “Event Producer”.
The correspondence of the LAC and the LCC programme and sub-programmes to the branch of
creative industries has been established in accordance with the definition of culture and creative
industry of the Ministry for Culture15.
This Annex includes:
1. Substantiation of the Development Plan for Education Programmes.
2. Evaluation of the study programmes of the Latvian Academy of Culture and the Latvian Culture
College, and characterisation of the current situation, including:
2.1. Study programme succession and compatibility with programmes of a higher level and their
link with the work environment.
2.2. The demand level of the STEM (creative industries) study directions to be modernised (the
economy development needs and a supply analysis at the Latvian and European level).
2.3. The correspondence of the STEM study directions to be modernised to specialisation of the
LAC and the LCC (including a characterisation of the performance and excellence of the
higher education institution).
2.4. The possibilities of the LAC and the LCC to secure a growth in the proportion of students in
STEM (creative industries) study fields.
2.5. The export potential of the STEM study programmes to be modernised.
15 Accessed

at: http://www.km.gov.lv/lv/starpnozares/radosas_industrijas.html, seen 22.10.2016
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2.6. Possibilities of diversification of education offer.
2.7. Involvement of creative industries in study programme planning, implementation and
evaluation.
2.8. Quality management of the study process, including academic integrity and ethics.
3. The strategic part of the Development Plan for Education Programmes 2016–2020, including
3.1. The objective of the Development Plan for Education Programmes.
3.2. The main results of the Development Plan for Education Programmes.
3.3. The action plan for the Development Plan for Education Programmes 2016–2020.

1. Substantiation of the elaboration of the Development Plan for Education
Programmes
The Development Plan for Education Programmes of the Latvian Academy of Culture (hereinafter
the Development Plan for Education Programmes) has been worked out in accordance with the
objective defined by the Constitution of the Latvian Academy of Culture16 and the Development
Strategy of the Latvian Academy of Culture 2015–2020 to secure high quality internationally
recognised studies in sectors of culture and arts (stage art (theatre and dance) and film art), and in the
sector of culture and creative industries, including audio-visual art and museology. Study direction
objectives have been subordinated to the strategic culture policy and education policy planning
documents of Latvia and the European Union, including the national long-term development planning
document Latvia 203017, the national mid-term development planning document NDP 2014–202018,
the national culture policy mid-term policy planning document the Basic Guidelines for Culture Policy
2014–2020 “Creative Latvia”19, Basic Guidelines for Development of and Innovation in Science and
Technology 2014–202020.
The LAC strategic education priorities 2016–2020 are based on strivings to achieve excellence in
studies, research and artistic creativity and become a culture education centre on the national scale,
which would integrate the functions of studies, research, creative activity and development of culture
processes.

16 Available

at: http://likumi.lv/doc.php?id=104218
at: http://www.pkc.gov.lv/nap2020/latvija203
18 Available at: http://www.pkc.gov.lv/images/NAP2020%20dokumenti/20121220_NAP2020_apstiprinats_Saeima.pdf
19 Available at: http://polsis.mk.gov.lv/documents/4877
20 Available at: http://polsis.mk.gov.lv/documents/4608
17 Available
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2. Evaluation of the study programmes of the Latvian Academy of
Culture and the Latvian Culture College, and characterisation of
the current situation
2.1. Study programme succession and compatibility with programmes of a
higher level and their link with the work environment
Since the accreditation of the study direction “Arts” the LAC has continued to develop its academic,
research and artistic creative activities. It also continues reorganisation of the LAC interior quality
management system in order to advance improvement of the study process that is result-oriented and
student-focused; it furthers the establishment of a closer link with all the sector of culture and art to
provide education succession at all study levels. In 2015–2016 much attention was paid to programme
diversification, specification and the development plan possibilities of professional advancement of
study supply in the culture sector, and integration of the LAC lecturers and students in culture processes
and organisation of culture events in Latvia. In May, 2015 the three-year academic BA study subprogramme “The Art of Contemporary Dance” (43212) was licensed within the framework of the LAC
study direction “Arts”; it was based on the four-year academic BA programme “Arts” (43212). The
implementation of the study programme was started in the academic year 2015/2016; the next
enrolment has been planned in summer 2018. In June 2016 the three-year academic creative industries
BA study sub-programme “Audio-visual Art” (43213) was licensed within the framework of the LAC
study direction “Arts” (43212); it was based on several sub-programmes. The implementation of the
study programme was started in the academic year 2016/2017; the next enrolment has been planned in
summer 2019.

2.1.1. Study programmes
In the academic year 2016/2017, five study sub-programmes were implemented within the
framework of the LAC study direction “Arts” (three academic BA study programmes; one MA
study programme and one doctoral study programme):
I.

The sub-programmes of the academic BA study programme “Arts” (43212):
 Culture Theory and Management,
 Culture Sociology and Management,
 Traditional Culture and Latvian Folklore,
 Cross-cultural Communication,
 The Art of Acting,
 The Art of Theatre Direction,

II.

Drama and Text Studies.The academic BA study programme “The Art of Contemporary Dance”
(43212).
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III. The academic BA study programme “Audio-visual art” (43213): specialisations “Film
Direction”, “Camera Art”, “Production of Audio-visual and Stage Art”, “Theory of Audio-visual
and Stage Art”.
IV.

The academic MA study programme “Arts” (45212): sub-programmes
 Culture and Cross-Cultural Studies,
 Culture Management and Creative Industries,
 Museology and Culture Heritage Studies,
 The Art of Theatre (specialisations: Theatre Direction, The Art of Contemporary Dance,
Contemporary Drama Texts),
 Audio-visual Art,
 International Media and Cultural Management

V.

Doctoral study programme “Arts” (51212).

In accordance with the Regulation of the Latvian Culture College, the college implements first level
professional study programmes; upon graduation, the students acquire the fourth professional
qualification and they may start working or continue their education to acquire the fifth qualification
level in study programmes of the LAC or other LCC higher partner institutions.

2.1.2. Succession in education
LAC study direction “Arts” secures education succession at all study levels and its
coordination with the LCC programmes.
Figure No 1. Succession of Study Directions at the Latvian Academy of Culture and the Latvian
Culture College
Latvian Culture
College of the
Latvian Academy of
Culture
Study direction
“Management,
administration
and real estate
management”
Study programme
“Management
of
Art
Institutions”
(41345)
Specialisations:
Culture Tourism;
Fashion
Management;

Latvian Academy of Culture

Study direction “Arts”

Academic BA
study programme
“Arts” (43212)

Academic MA
study
programme
“Arts” (45212)
Sub-programmes:
Culture and Crosscultural Studies,
Culture

Sub-programmes:
Culture Theory and
Management,
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Doctoral study
programme “Arts”
(51212)
Sub-programme:
Culture Theory

Music Management;
Advertising and PR;
Organisation of
Events; Event and
Performance
Producers;
Design
Management

Culture Sociology
and Management,
Traditional Culture
and Latvian
Folklore, Crosscultural
Communication

Specialisations:

Sub-programmes:
The Art of Acting,
The Art of Theatre
Direction, Drama
and Text Studies

The Art of Theatre,
Performer of Musical
Performances

Latvian Culture
College of Latvian
Academy of Culture
Study direction
“Arts”
Study
programme
“Contemporary
Dance” (41212)

Management and
Creative
Industries,
Museology and
Culture Heritage
Studies,
International Media
and Culture
Management
Sub-programmes:
The Art of Theatre
(specialisations
“Theatre
Direction”,
“Contemporary
Drama Texts”),
Audio-visual Art:
Film Direction and
Production

Latvian Academy of Culture

Study direction “Arts”
Academic BA
study programme
“The Art of
Contemporary
Dance” (43212)

Specialisations:
Contemporary
Dance;
Modern Dance

Latvian Culture
College of Latvian
Academy of Culture
Study direction
“Management,
Administration and
Real Estate
Management”

Academic MA
study
programme
“Arts” (45212)

Doctoral study
programme
“Arts” (51212)

Sub-programmes:
The Art of Theatre
(specialisation
“The Art of
Contemporary
Dance”)

Sub-programmes:
Culture Theory

Latvian Academy of Culture

Study direction “Arts”
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Study programme
“Management of
Art Institutions”
(41345)

Academic BA
study programme
“Audio-visual
Arts” (43213)

Academic MA
study programme
“Arts” (45212)

Doctoral study
programme “Arts”
(51212)

Specialisations:
Light Design;
Media Production;
Creative
Photography;
Sound
Reinforcement
System;; Technical
Production of
Performances
(since 2017)

Specialisations:
Film Direction,
Camera Art, Film
Edition and Sound,
Production of Audiovisual and Stage Art,
Theory of Audiovisual and Stage Art

Sub-programmes:
Audio-visual Art:
Film Direction and
Production,
International Media
and Culture
Management

Sub-programmes:
Culture Theory

The development of a study direction is planned, taking into account priorities in development of
education, research and culture, the results of surveys of students, graduates and employers, initiatives
and suggestions of the academic and administrative personnel, and advice of branch experts in culture
and art.

2.1.3. Link with the labour environment
Both the Latvian Academy of Culture and the Latvian Culture College secure qualitative education
that is oriented towards the labour market requirements, as this is one of the national culture policy
and education policy priorities. The LAC and the LCC realise this approach in a many sided study
process within the framework of professional development and professional further education in
collaboration with branch experts, professional branch associations and representatives of state, local
government, non-governmental and private institutions. The LCC priority is to prepare professional
creative industry professionals for the Latvian labour market, taking into account the context of
international experience that has been integrated into the study process, cooperation with foreign
higher institutions (attraction of guest lecturers, exchange of students, cooperation projects), the LCC
lecturers who work in their branch and are internationally recognised specialists (for instance, heads
of specialisations of sound reinforcement system or light design). In this way students gain the
necessary knowledge and skills, which are essential in the international labour market.
Graduates have demonstrated their abilities when working abroad. Taking in consideration the global
character of creative industry programmes and the international nature of creative innovative ideas,
students are encouraged to view their work in a broader scope by participating in international projects
and think about the promotion of their creative products beyond the Latvian market.
Study practice is one of the forms that provides a link with the labour market.
7

LAC study practice (hereinafter Practice) is a study form which secures a possibility to ascertain the
acquisition of their skills and abilities in a professional activity and in an environment that corresponds
to the objectives of the Practice.
LAC Practice is implemented in accordance with Regulation No 240 “Regulation on the Standard of
National Academic Education” of the Cabinet of Ministers of the Republic of Latvia, May 13, 2014;
it also follows the LAC internal normative documents, the LAC objectives of the accredited study
programmes and the LAC agreements regarding the provision of study practice.
“The LAC Regulation on Practice” (approved by the LAC Senate on 08.12.2014.) prescribes the
following forms of arranging Practice: 1) Practice in an organisation; 2) specialisation Practice that is
realised as Project Practice and/or Practice of LAC creative projects, and/or LAC research Practice.
The objective of Practice is to improve the results of implementation of study programmes and to
provide possibilities for the Academy BA and MA students to extend knowledge acquired in the study
programme and develop professional skills and abilities according to the specific developments in the
branch of culture and arts, the labour market structure, the actual environment conditions, and
employer needs.
At the Latvian Culture College, Practice is part of contents of professional programmes of higher
education; its realisation and scope has been stipulated by Law on Education21, Law on Professional
Education22, “Regulation of the National Standard for First Level Professional Higher Education” 23 of
the Cabinet of Ministers of the Republic of Latvia No 141, March 20, 2001, and Regulation on
Practice at the LAC Latvian Culture College (approved at the LAC LCC Council meeting on October
31, 2012) 24.
The aim of Practice is to provide the possibility for students to consolidate their theoretical knowledge
and to acquire practice experience in their chosen speciality and specialisation in a accordance with
the study programme.
The assignments of Practice have been worked out and discussed with employers in the given branch
according to the tasks in each study programme and specialisation, coordinating them with branch
experts and branch associations.
The length of Practice have been set in the accredited study programmes in each study direction; the
Practice takes place in accordance with “Regulation of the National Standard for First Level
Professional Higher Education” 25 of the Cabinet of Ministers of the Republic of Latvia No 141, March
20, 2001, which stipulates the procedure of Practice implementation.
The process of Practice evaluation involves Practice providers, branch professionals, and the future
employers of LCC students; in this way, the study process is made dynamic by active interdisciplinary
8

implementation and acquisition of the study process.

21 Available

at: http://likumi.lv/ta/id/50759-izglitibas-likums
at: http://likumi.lv/doc.php?id=20244
23 Available at: http://likumi.lv/doc.php?id=6397
24 Available at: http://kulturaskoledza.lv/prakse/
25 Available at: http://likumi.lv/doc.php?id=6397
22 Available
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The link of Practice objectives and tasks with culture policy planning documents. The diverse
experience in the labour market already in their study years explains the high employment indicators
for LCC graduates. This links up with Task No 248 of Action Direction “Worthy Work”, put forward
by the NDP 2020 priority “Human Securitability”.
Practice proceeds in accordance with Tasks No 295, 296 and 297 of the Direction for Action
“Development of Competences” of the NDP 2020. In its turn it is closely linked closely linked with
Task No 1.1.6. of Direction for Action No 1.1. of the Basic Guidelines for Development of Education
2014 – 2020. Support is rendered to the development of studies and practice in professional education
in a working environment as employers are involved in the acquisition of content of all programmes
in each of the specific sectors. It is the priority of Direction for Action No 1.3. to secure education
environment and education process to meet the needs of the 21st century.

2.2. The level of demand for STEM (creative industries) study programmes to be
updated
The 2016 “Informative Report on the Labour Market Medium and Long-term Forecasts” 26 of the
Ministry for Economy gives several substantiations for demand of graduates in creative industries in
accordance with the data of the European Skills and Jobs Survey (201527). One third of employers
maintain that they are not able to fill in their job vacancies due to changes in the demographical
situation (aging of the labour force, rapid development of new technologies); above all it will influence
professions, which have been acquired in STEM, especially programmes including creative industries;
this indicates a shortage of labour force in the future. Hence, the LAC and the LCC contribution to the
training of professionals in creative industries can be viewed in the context of the solution of
employment issues not only in Latvia but also in Europe and the world.
In accordance with the forecasts of the Cedefop 2016 “European sectoral trends the next decades”28
skills in STEM will not diminish, as they will increasingly be integrated in the skills needed for other
professions.
The study process also includes such types of lifelong learning as the ability to communicate in one’s
native language, the ability to communicate in a foreign language, competence in mathematics, the
basic competences in science and technologies, digital (virtual) competence, the ability to learn, public
and civic competences, business skills and initiative, cultural expressions and understanding, which
advance student development into independent personalities who can ensure personal growth, acquire
new knowledge, and skills also after graduation in a lifelong learning process.
26

Available at: https://www.em.gov.lv/files/tautsaimniecibas_attistiba/dsp/EMZino_06_160616.pdf
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27 Available
28 Available

at: http://portal.cor.europa.eu/europe2020/MonitoringFlagships/Pages/Agenda-for-new-skills-and-jobs.aspx.
at: http://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/publications-and-resources/publications/8093
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The content of the LAC and the LCC study programmes to be updated provides for the ability of the
graduates to find a job in the international labour market, which corresponds to the Latvian and the EU
forecasts for the trends of the labour market.
Both the Latvian Academy of Culture and the Latvian Culture College implement study programmes
that directly correlate with the directions and growth priorities defined in the Latvian Smart
Specialisation Strategy and STEM Areas, namely, with the sectors of culture and creative industries.
The study programmes of Latvian Academy of Culture form many sided links with sectors of creative
industries: training of skills, competences and knowledge of the new product concept development,
and research of the creative industries, conditions of product elaboration, product marketing,
management, movement in the market, public relations, foreign market acquisition for products of
creative industries and applications in cultural diplomacy, translation and cross-cultural model research
services; integration of new information and communication technologies in the creative industries
sector through the use of effective management and marketing techniques.
Likewise, the LAC has introduced a more specific way of acquisition in several sub-sectors of creative
industries, such as advanced skills and competences for the creation and commercialisation of
performing arts and audio-visual productions: innovative and experimental development of products
in the branch of film and dance, for the needs of TV, for the needs of advertising, and for the needs for
the digital sector; integration of dance as an art product in other products of culture and creative
industries (multimedia products, digital products and others), production of audio-visual products,
management of creativity and distribution, advancement in the market, research of marketing, research
of the audience; use of audio-visual materials in the development of new information and
communication technologies. The higher level studies in the MA programme “Arts” (45212) and the
doctoral study programme “Arts” (51212) also integrate research of interdisciplinary culture and art
phenomena: the economic, political and creative preconditions for sectoral development of culture and
creative industries, development of the sector of creative industries (including the audio-visual sector),
application of models of language and communication in the sector of culture and creative industries.
The Latvian Culture College realises a programme that is connected with STEM areas (science,
technologies, engineering and mathematics) and creative industries; this study programme is
“Contemporary Dance” that is part of the thematic area of education “Arts”.
The analysed statistical data prove that the Latvian enterprises of creative industries possess increasing
competitiveness and contribution to national economy, namely:
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Latvia takes second place in the European Union as to the product ratio of creative industries
in the total amount of export (Eurostat, data of 2014);



since 2009 Latvia has enjoyed a stable 1/3 increase in contribution of the sectors of art,
entertainment and recreation to the GDP (according to the CSB data, 2.2% in 2015);



The proportion of enterprises of creative industries has been crowing in Latvia, so has the
number of the employed in creative industries (CSB data).

The demand for graduates of the LAC and the LCC programmes in creative industries (that follows
STEM study directions) has been high in the labour market; the new specialists have gained a positive
evaluation from their employers.
The LAC priority objective of the academic study programmes (BA/ MA/ Doctoral) of the study
direction “Arts” is not to confer professional qualification or to prepare students for work in a narrow
speciality that prescribes employment of graduates within the sphere of certain professions. The task
of the LAC study programmes is to develop a broad scope of knowledge and competences that is
connected with culture and art areas and that would meet the needs of the segment of employees who
would be able to provide for long-term process of culture and artistic creativity and the preservation of
cultural heritage in Latvia. The labour market of culture, art, and the sector of creative industries is not
formed only by the demand of the public sector; there is also a considerable proportion of the selfemployed and commercial sector, which creates a dynamic demand that corresponds to the actual
development tendencies of the sector. In accordance with Paragraph 73 of the Government Declaration,
the national order in cultural education at all levels will be defined by 30.10.2018., taking into account
the needs of culture development and the labour market29 in Latvia; however, the high indicators of
graduate employment testify to the demand for LAC graduates in the labour market. The demand for
specialists in programmes and sub-programmes of creative industries is also proved by the fact that the
enrolment of students in the LAC sub-programmes in the areas of audio-visual and stage art correlates
with the cooperation agreements with the employers (Latvian theatres, TV, film studios and others).
Moreover, an agreement was concluded between LAC and the Ministry for Culture on 15 January,
2016 (Agreement Protocols No 1 (15.01.2016) and No 2 (17.01.2017)) on preparation of specialists
and provision for the development of research, creative and artistic activities at the Latvian Academy
of Culture, funded by the State Budget.
The present structure and objective of the study direction are firstly linked with acquisition of certain
knowledge skills, attitudes and competences in study programmes, sub-programmes and specialisations
within the framework of culture, arts, and creative branches.
The academic education acquired in the programmes of the LAC study direction “Arts” complies with the
essential criteria of personnel selection in the present labour market; it opens up diverse possibilities of
60

employment not only in branches of culture, cross-cultural communication, the audio-visual area and
creative industries, but also in any sector of economy that needs profound knowledge in processes of
culture and cross-cultural interrelationship, possibilities of their research, creativity of innovative
prototypes of products or creation of new ideas, knowledge of several foreign languages, skills to perceive
in a critical way and to creatively process information, to think analytically, to develop abilities for
innovation and life-long self-education.

29 https://likumi.lv/ta/id/281943-par-valdibas-ricibas-planu-deklaracijas-par-mara-kucinska-vadita-ministru-kabineta-iecereto-darbibu-

istenosanai
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Apart from this horizontal demand for knowledge, skills and competences, several LCA BA and MA
programmes and sub-programmes enjoy a demand of some specialised labour market segment (for
instance, the academic BA study programme “Audio-visual Art” (42213), the sub-programmes
“Dramatic Theatre Acting”, “Dramatic Theatre Direction”, “Culture Sociology and Management” of
the academic BA programme “Arts” (43212)), while in the academic MA study programme “Arts”
(43212) this can be referred to the sub-programmes “Culture Management and Creative Industries”
and “Museums and Studies of Culture Heritage”.
For example, graduates of Audio-visual Art are also researchers of the history and theory of audiovisual art, lecturers at different education levels, heads of government and non-governmental culture
institutions, and specialists at various levels: film directors, script writers, producers, heads of studios,
film and TV cameramen, montage directors, multimedia artists, sound recording directors and
operators; creators and managers of TV and internet TV programmes, TV series, authors of audiovisual advertisements, second directors, managers and administrators of various filmmaking stages,
actors selection specialists; cultural journalists, critics; archives and museum specialists and managers;
local and international festival organisers, etc. In Latvia almost 2/3 of these areas of professions are
covered by LAC graduates.
The graduates of the academic BA study programme “Contemporary Dance” (43212) have also access
to a certain segment of the labour market in the branch of dance.
The graduate survey of 2015, covering the Academy graduates since 1994, reveals that 59% of the
graduates of the BA programme were already employed at the time of the graduation from the LAC
while 16% of the graduates have found a job in 1-3 months after graduation, which shows that the
LAC graduates quickly enter the labour market. Meanwhile 11% became employed only within a
period of 1-3 years.
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Figure No 2. Inclusion of the LAC BA programme graduates
in the labour market after graduation

Source: LAC, 2015

Respondents have been asked to reply in respect of their present state of employment. The majority
(66%) work full-time, 6% work full-time and study part-time, and 6% do more than one work load
(doing several jobs). 5% study full-time and work part-time. At present 12% are not employed due to
several reasons (including studies, bringing up children).
Figure No 3. Employment status of graduates of the LAC BA and MA programme

Source: LAC, 2015
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Out of those, who are employed at present, 36% of the respondents have indicated an area of work that is not
connected with culture; the main branches indicated are: pedagogy/ education (16%), state administration
(6%), research (5%) and others, which are viewed as areas that support culture and are connected with culture.
The main areas connected with culture that have been mentioned are: literature, press and printing (16%),
visual art (14%), audio art (12%); 11% of the respondents have mentioned audio-visual art, the media,
performing arts and dance industry. Most of the respondents mention several branches where they work in
parallel, which is widespread employment in culture and creative industry.
Figure No 4. Employment of the LAC BA and MA programme graduates

Source:
LAC, 2015

Hence, we come to the conclusion that the Academy graduates are employed in a very broad area of culture,
education and administration, working in the private (58%), state (35%) and local government (9%) sectors. 44%
believe that the present position is at the average level, 31% write that it is above the average level, while 14%
believe that believe that their job has a high status but 1% consider their job to be of low level. Thus, the selfevaluation of the graduates’ employment is fairly high. The broad choice of sub-programmes/ specialisations at
the LAC enable graduates to develop the knowledge and skills gained at the LAC and apply them in various
segments of the labour market.
As the range of jobs taken by the LAC graduates is very broad, it is difficult to carry out a uniform
survey of employers. That is why the opinion presented has been gained using a qualitative approach
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selectively. For instance, in 2015 a survey was carried out among representatives of the theatre sector
(the LAC and CULTURELAB Report The adequacy of the LAC sub-programme “Dramatic acting”
to meet the needs of the labour market), interviewing 10 directors of Latvian theatres who are
responsible for attracting actors. The survey data of graduates and employers for the year 2016 have
not been finalised as yet. Unfortunately, much deeper research on the LAC STEM essential labour
market in audio-visual art has not been carried out in Latvia over the recent years; however, data on
the situation in the sector are available in the home page of the National Film Centre, e.g. the 2015
survey of the audio-visual branch in Latvia in the broader context of the Baltic States at:
http://nkc.gov.lv/wp- content/uploads/2014/09/FF-2015-web.pdf. The available statistical data reveal that

audio-visual branch develops slowly but in a stable way along with the increase of both the state
funding and the number of films produced, hence the growth of specialists employed in this sector.
The LAC has regular cooperation with the branch employers, which shows that there is a notable
demand for specialists with practical work experience and good knowledge in the latest technologies.
The evaluation of the LAC graduate involvement in the labour market reveals that most of them have
found a job that corresponds to their education and their degree. Specialists in the audio-visual field
are LAC graduates; the most active age group is from 25 to 45. International film projects that are
realised in Latvia provide additional possibilities of work for audio-visual specialists. It is not only
graduates who are involved in these projects but also LAC students who work as administrative and
technical auxiliary staff; sometimes they become part of the creative film groups. The number of
international projects that are realised in Latvia has increased thanks to the co-financing programme
“Riga Film Foundation” of the Riga local government.
The data on the number of students in LAC study programmes and sub-programmes present stable and
consistent interest in LAC studies at all study levels. It is not only that all state budget funded vacancies
are filled; students also apply for studies using personal or legal entity funds. Although there is no
increase in the total number of LAC students over the period from study year 2013/2014 to study year
2016/2017, the fluctuations in the number of LAC students have been minimal despite the demographic
crisis and limited financing. It is worth emphasising that both LAC applicants and students demonstrate
active interest in possibilities of study in STEM programmes offered by the LAC, in particular in the
areas of audio-visual art, culture and creative industries. Importantly, increase in demand for studies is
linked with the introduction of new study programmes or sub-programmes, updating of study content
in accordance with the changing labour market demands and the modernisation of the material and
technical base of studies. For example, in the study year 2013/2014 the total number of students in the
sub-programme “Audio-visual Art” of the academic BA study programme “Arts” was 24 students30,
while in the first term of the study year 2016/2017 the number of students reached 55 in the updated
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academic BA study programme “Audio-visual Art”. To compare, in the study year 2013/2014 there
were 10 students in the sub-programme “Audio-visual Art” of the academic MA study programme
“Arts” while in the study year 2016/2017 the total number of students was 18 when this sub-programme
was developed into the sub-programme “Audio-visual Art: Film Direction and Production” as part of
the academic MA study programme “Arts”. Over the period from study year 2013/2014 to study year
2016/2017 applicants and students have also shown stable and consistent interest in the sub-programme
“Culture Management and Creative Industries” of the academic MA programme “Arts”. The same
refers to the total study offer of the LAC. In accordance with the LAC Strategy 2016/2020, the
systematic implementation of the study content and the modernisation of the study material and
technical base that has been planned will secure suitable conditions for successful development of the
sector of culture and creative industries and for provision of study offer in creative industries that will
meet the demands of the labour market.
The specialists trained in the study programme “Contemporary Dance” at the Latvian Culture College
are fully provided with jobs already before graduation. The programme has interdisciplinary character
as along with the artistic and creative studies the programme enjoys contribution of specialists in
engineering, stage art, management, design, marketing, IT and several other areas, which promotes the
training of new specialists who perform support function to the sector of culture, securing diverse
services of culture, education and information and their accessibility in the regions. Knowledge and
skills gained in this programme enable establishment of Latvian culture centres that serve as an
environment for the development of creative economic processes and provide access to modern and
qualitative culture activities. The College prepares heads of dance groups, which promotes
sustainability of the tradition of the Song and Dance Festivity, and preservation and development of
intangible culture heritage, which in turn is a contribution to the development of the sector of Latvian
professional dance that will enhance the development of competitive culture and creative industries.

30 The

number of students at the beginning of the study year, not counting those who have taken a year off.
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Figure No 5: Employment of graduates of the LAC Latvian Culture College
“Management of Art Institutions” in 2012/2013–2015/2016
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Figure 5 presents a summary of results in employment of graduates of the College study programme
“Management of Art Institutions” over study years 2012/2013, 2013/2014, 2014/2015 and 2015/2016.
The curves reflect information about graduate employment in all specialisations of this study programme:
Photography and Creative Photography, Light Design, Media Production, Music Management,
Advertising and PR, Stage Art Group (including specialisations in Production and Management of Events,
Direction of Festive Events, Production of Shows and Events, Theatre Art), Design Management
(including Design Management and Environmental Design). The Figure clearly shows that after
completing the above study programme, graduates are mostly employed in the sector of culture and/or
they do work that is closely connected with the acquired speciality. What stands out is the almost 100%
employment of the graduates of the specialisation Light Design work in their speciality; this also refers
to employment of graduates of Media Production and specialisations of study programmes of the Stage
Art Group in their sector. The analysed data prove that with every year there is a decrease in the number
of students who find it difficult to get a job after graduating from the College in specialisations of all
study programmes. Part of graduates, who continue their professional activities in the sector of culture,
establish new small and medium-size enterprises and become employers, making an essential contribution
by creating new jobs and employing specialists.
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Figure No 6. Employment of graduates from the LAC Latvian Culture College
study programme “Contemporary Dance” (period 2012–2016)
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Figure No 6 presents the results of employment of graduates from the College study programme
”Contemporary Dance” of the study years 2012/2013, 2013/2014, 2014/2015, 2015/2016 (including
specialisations: Contemporary Dance and Modern Dance). The curves reflect information that clearly
prove that graduates from the College study programme “Contemporary Dance” are all or almost all
employed in the sector of Culture or Education. They work in their speciality, proving themselves as
competitive and talented professionals. There is no tendency for unemployment among the graduates.

Comparison of the skills of the LCC graduates with the most strategically demanded skills in Latvia,
stipulated by the project of the Ministry for Economics of the Republic of Latvia “The development
of the system of forecasting mid-term and long-term demand of the labour market” testifies that the
present study content meets the forecasted demand. Moreover, judging by the survey done by
employers of the sector, the coming 6 years will witness an increasing demand for specialists in culture
management along with the growth of the proportion of creative industries in national economy.
Employers point out another tendency in the labour market: an increasing demand for creative industry
managers with competences that are offered by the LCC specialisations. Improvement of study
programmes in the direction of creative industries will enhance technological competences of the LCC
graduates, which will create advantages in the labour market not only in the sector of culture but also
in areas that are not connected with culture. Their comparative advantage is creativity and crosssectoral competences, which are essential in the labour market today.
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2.3. Conformity of the upgradable STEM study programmes to the
specialisation of LAC and LCC
In accordance with the LAC Development Strategy 2015–2020, which is subordinated to the national
long-term development planning document Latvia 203031, the national mid-term development
planning document NDP 2014–202032, the national mid-term culture policy planning document the
Basic Guidelines for Culture Policy 2014–2020 “Creative Latvia” 33, the LAC strategic specialisation
provides for results in studies, research and creative work, which in Latvian culture space enable
preservation, development and popularisation values of national culture, traditions, and cultural
heritage, secure openness to cultural diversity and cross-cultural communication based in loyalty,
make a contribution to the development of the branches of film and stage art (theatre and dance), the
sectors od audio-visual art, and creative and culture industries, promoting the export potential of these
branches and sectors. The measures taken by the LAC to achieve its strategic objectives have been
geared towards provision of participation of the population of Latvia in cultural and creative initiatives,
and the development of synergy among creative and culture industries, and other sectors of economy.
The strategic specialisations of the LAC take into account the social, economic, demographical et al.
factors, which determine the development of Latvia and which also greatly influence the quality
requirements in higher education and possibilities of providing them. Definition of the LAC strategic
specialisations is hierarchically based in documents for development and policy planning.
Performance and excellence in the implementation of the LAC programmes of the study direction
“Arts”, including programmes of creative industries, are facilitated by the priorities, stipulated by the
LAC Strategy 2015–2020:
(P1) to provide a high quality of the study process;
(P2) to promote integration of the process of artistic creativity in the study process;
(P3) to further the development of research and secure indivisibility of studies and research;
(P4) to establish a platform of studies and research for the development of creative industries.
The academic BA study programme “Arts” (43212) realises sub-programmes with several foci of
strategic specialisation:
 Strategic specialisation focus on the development of research of cultural processes and their
management, cultural heritage, traditions and preservation of values, and advancement of skills
and competences. Demand from the state, local governments, NGOs, culture and art
organisations of the commercial sector. Sub-programmes:
31 Available

at: http://www.pkc.gov.lv/nap2020/latvija203
at: http://www.pkc.gov.lv/images/NAP2020%20dokumenti/20121220_NAP2020_apstiprinats_Saeima.pdf
33 Available at: http://polsis.mk.gov.lv/documents/4877
32 Available
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Culture Theory and Management,



Culture sociology and Management,



Traditional Culture and Latvian Folklore.

Development of strategic specialisation has been planned in the direction of preservation and
digitalisation of creative industries, culture business activities and culture heritage.
 Strategic specialisation focus on research in the field of theatre art and provision of knowledge,
skills and competences that are specific to the development of art branches. Demand is secured by
the branch of theatre (both at the level of professional and amateur level), the branch of film art
and the sector of audio-visual art both nationally and internationally.
 Sub-programmes:
 Dramatic Theatre Acting,
 Dramatic Theatre Direction,
 Drama and Text Studies,
 Audio-visual Art and Production.
 Strategic specialisation focus on the development of knowledge, skills and competences in crosscultural communication. Demand is secured by the local and international business sector, which
needs professionals with knowledge of communication language and cultural differences in trade
partner countries. Sub-programme:
 “Cross-cultural Communication” (France, Germany, the Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden,
Spain, Italy, Turkey, East Asia et al.).
The strategic specialisation focus of the academic BA study programme
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Dance” (43212) is geared towards preparation of specialists for the branch of contemporary dance.
The academic BA study programme “Audio-visual Art” (43213) realises specialisations: Film
Direction, Art of Camera Operator, Film Montage and Sound, Audio-visual and Stage Art Production,
Audio-visual and Stage Art Theory. The strategic focus of the study programme is geared towards
research in the sector of audio-visual art and provision of the specific knowledge, skills and
competences, which are necessary for the development of branches of arts. The demand is secured by
the branch of film art and the sector of audio-visual art both on the national and international scale.
The academic MA study programme “Arts” (43212) realises sub-programmes with several strategic
specialisation foci.


Strategic specialisation focus on the preservation of research and management of culture

processes, culture heritage, traditions and values, as well as the development of knowledge, skills and
competences. Demand from the state, local government, NGO and heritage preservation institutions and
organisations of the commercial sector. Sub-programmes:


Culture Management and Creative Industries,



Museum and Culture Heritage Studies,



International Media and Culture Management.

 Strategic specialisation focus on research of theatre and the branch of film art, and provision of
knowledge, skills and competences, which are specific to the development of art branches, and
provision of knowledge, skills and competences, which are specific to the development of art
branches. Demand is secured by the branch of theatre (both at the professional and amateur level),
the branch of film and the sector of audio-visual sector both nationally and internationally. Subprogrammes:


Theatre Art,



Audio-visual Art: Film direction and production.

 Strategic specialisation focus on development of knowledge, skills and competences of crosscultural communication. Demand is secured by cultural diplomacy, as well as the local, foreign
and international business sector where professionals are required to know the linguistic and
cultural differences between the trade partner countries.


Sub-programme:

Culture and Cross-cultural Studies.

Doctoral Study Programme “Arts” (51212) realises the sub-programme Culture Theory. Strategic
specialisation focus on research of culture and art processes, including the development of research
methodology of interdisciplinarity.
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The unique character and significance of study programmes and sub-programmes realised within
the framework of the LAC study direction “Arts”, including the programme of creative industries, are
characterised by the following arguments:
1. The joint field of study of the LAC "Arts" concentrates both the human sciences and the widest
range of arts, thus providing an opportunity to combine research theory and artistic creative
activity, and develop a theoretical basis allowing crossing the boundaries of several humanity
disciplines and arts. Due to their structure and objectives, the LAC programmes enable the
development of these essential interdisciplinary principles in modern research.
2. As a relatively small and hence a mobile higher educational establishment, the LAC allows the
development of experimental courses and new programmes and sub-programmes, which are

binding for the "Arts" and which are able to influence the advancement of the humanities and
arts, cultural and creative industries, as well as the development of their understanding not only
in Latvia but also internationally.
3. The LAC enables exceeding the academic, research and artistic creative ceilings set for an
institution of higher education and in this way influence processes in society, by educating and
evaluating the current processes and mood in the social and cultural environment, as well as in
the cultural and creative industries sector.
4. The unity of creative, research and study work of the LAC allows its lecturers and students
participating comprehensively in shaping the cultural environment in Latvia.
5. The LAC is the only university in Latvia offering a BA or a MA degree in arts to students who
want to link their future life with such artistic areas as theatre, contemporary dance, drama and
film. An important aspect is the continuity of the LKA programmes of the study direction
"Arts" in these areas at all levels of study: the levels of BA, MA and doctoral studies, as well
as coherence with the programmes of the Latvian Culture College. Hence the unique character
of the LAC academic BA study programme “Arts” (43212) and its sub-programmes “The Art
of Dramatic Theatre Acting”, “The Art of Dramatic Theatre Direction”, “Drama and Text
Studies”, the academic BA study programme “Audio-visual Art” (43213), the academic BA
study programme “Art of Contemporary Dance” (43212), as well as the sub-programmes of the
academic MA study programme “Arts” (45212): “Audio-visual Art: Film Direction and
Production” and “The Art of Theatre”. These sub-programmes have no substitute in any other
institution of higher education in Latvia. The LAC ensures an influx of new artists in Latvia,
as well as promotes the emergence of new artistic traditions and tastes.
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6. The sub-programmes “Culture Management and Creative Industries” and “International Media
and Culture Management” of the LAC academic MA study programme “Arts” (45212) prepare
specialists who can combine profound and thorough knowledge in the history and theory of
culture with practical business skills in the administration, organisation and evaluation of
cultural processes.
7. The following sub-programmes of the LAC academic BA programme “Arts” (43212): “Culture
Theory and Management”, “Culture Sociology and Management” and “Traditional Culture and
Latvian Folklore”, the sub-programme “Culture and Cross-cultural Studies” of the academic MA
study programme “Arts” (45212), and the doctoral study programme “Arts” (51212) prepare
theoreticians and analysts of cultural life in Latvia, which are needed by Latvian society, who,
as specialists or consultants in the Latvian state and local government culture institutions, media
organisations and the private sector, follow the latest trends in Latvian society and culture; they

are able to analyse and draw conclusions, recognise, take care and preserve the traditional
cultural values of Latvia and the rest of Europe. Latvia thus contributes to the European Union,
which is one of the priorities of national specificity of each country.
8. The objective of the sub-programme “Museum and Culture Heritage Studies” of the academic
study MA programme of the Latvian Academy of Culture “Arts” (45212) is academic and
professional development of students, providing the opportunity to acquire internationally
relevant knowledge and skills in the preservation, management and museum activities of the
cultural heritage. The study of theoretical and historical subjects is complemented by the
opportunity to acquire contemporary instruments of the activities of museums and other cultural
institutions, including the organisation of work of the institutions, communication and
management of cultural projects, which enables use of the acquired knowledge of museums and
cultural heritage institutions as well as in other cultural organisations. Museum and cultural
heritage studies are especially important at the time when Latvian museums are modernised,
mastering new technologies in their work and focusing on visitors. This circumstance increases
the demand for specialists trained in the field of museums and cultural heritage.
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The objectives of strategic specialisations of the Latvian Culture College:
 To develop qualitative education process and supply, oriented towards the market needs of
culture and creative industries;
 To form an open, direct and operative internal and external communication and a positive image of
the LCC both locally and internationally.
 To secure a creative and aesthetically attractive study environment to meet the needs of modern
technologies. The Latvian Culture College has been funded by the state; it is a higher education
establishment under the auspices of the Ministry for Culture of the Republic of Latvia. Its
strategic objectives harmonise with the strategic objectives of its governor the Latvian Academy
of Culture, securing the provision of results in studies, research and creative work that enables
the preservation, development and popularisation of national cultural values, traditions and
culture heritage in Latvian culture space; it provides openness to culture diversity and crosscultural communication based in loyalty, making a contribution to the development of the
sectors of film and stage art (theatre and dance), audio-visual art, and the sectors of creative and
culture industries, facilitating the export capacity of these branches and sectors.
The upgradable STEM programmes are consistent with the LCC specialisation and its objectives.
 The study “Contemporary Dance” (41212) provides the preparation of heads of dance
collectives for the labour market in two specialities: contemporary dance and modern dance,
actively engaging not only in cultivation and development of dance culture and the branch, but
also in promoting the growth of a generation of new dancers by promoting non-school related
leisure activities for the inhabitants of Latvia that advance the preservation, promotion and
spread of dance traditions. The content of the programme is focused on the preparation of
74 and creative industries,
specialists to meet the demand of the labour market, and culture

providing a modern, creative, and properly equipped study environment.

The prepared

specialists acquire not only the necessary theoretical but also practical knowledge, which
enables easy and fast integration into the labour market; thus they

become independent,

creative personalities who create the values of new, innovative cultural and creative industries,
they also contribute to the further development and promotion of these sectors beyond the
borders of Latvia.
Several factors testify to the experience and excellence of the LCC in the realisation of the above
programmes:
1. Statistical indicators of employment of graduates of study programmes;

2. Accreditation of study directions (compliance with the quality criteria of external normative
documents);
3. Support letters of employers;
4. Annual results of the Employers' Survey;
5. Award of the Employers' Confederation: Top 2016 Employers' Most Recommended
Education Institutions;
6. Participation in international projects as experts in the development of new study directions
and programmes;
7. Collaboration with large foreign companies in the industry: technical equipment (producers
of light design management systems Martin Professional, Lightconverse EU etc.).
2.4. Possibilities of the LAC and the LCC in securing the growth of the proportion of students in
the study fields of STEM (creative industries)
To develop the student engagement plan in general, as well as provide an increase in the proportion of
students in the field of creative industries, it is necessary for the LAC and the LCC to ensure the quality
of the offered educational product and its compliance with the requirements of the labour market. See
also Sections 2.2. and 2.6.
Taking into account the specific features of the development of the creative industries, the Latvian
Academy of Culture ensures and it is planning to further ensure the growth of the proportion of students
in the fields of creative industries by developing new study programmes, whose content is directly
subordinated to the development of creative industries (including the audio-visual areas) and the
predictable dynamics of the labour market. The academic BA study programme "Audio-visual Art"
(43213) was licenced in 2016; while a joint academic programme of the LAC and the Riga Technical
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University (RTU) "Creative Industries" and an international joint (LAC

programme "Creative Business Activities and Innovations" are at the development stage.
The LCC priority programme to be upgraded is Contemporary Dance (41212). The development of the
programmes has taken place, matching their necessity and content with the employer and following the
initiative of the partners (television, dance and dramatic theatres, concert organisers and local culture and
education departments), which notes a lack of specialists in the branch of contemporary dance. The
number of students in these programmes currently does not show any progressive dynamics, which is due
both to the demographic reasons and the slow pace of improvement of the material technical basis that is
necessary for the programmes, and the limited number of state-subsidised budget places.

The priority of the LAC and the LCC is to prepare professionals, including in creative industries for
the Latvian labour market, ensuring the implementation of the goals set for the development of Latvian
economy. The LAC and the LCC development strategies and strategic specialities are developed by
integrating the requirements of the Latvian policy development planning documents mentioned in their
content, which ensures current education and complies with the requirements of the state and the labour
market, which in turn enables attracting a stable number of students by developing and modernising
the supply and content of programmes of creative industries; the emphasis on the actual content of
education and its demand, based on the needs of national economy, will increase the interest of
potential students and their number. It can be concluded that the LAC and the LCC programmes in
creative industries secure realisation of the requirements specified in the national development
planning documents for the education system and the labour market; therefore the industry
professionals prepared by the LAC and the LCC meet the requirements of the labour market and the
economic development trends.

2.5. The export capacity of the upgradable STEM study programmes
Export of education, in particular the export of vocational and higher education is a service sector that
requires special attention from both the state administration and the institutions involved. Given the
fact that a significant increase in public funding for higher education is not expected, education exports
can be considered as potential additional financial revenues for higher education institutions. Taking
into account the global trends in the growth of foreign students in European countries, as well as the
expected decrease in the number of students in Latvia, the number of foreign students in Latvia is also
projected to increase. Latvia is generally regarded as an attractive destination for studying, however,
higher education institutions find it a great challenge to offer competitive education based on basic
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skills of lifelong learning.
The LAC and the LCC have a significant potential for attracting foreign students, given the fact that
competence-based content and approaches to education are offered. The LAC and LCC educational
programmes, sub-programmes, and specialisations give students the opportunity to develop their
creative ideas and potential by generating interdisciplinary creative projects in the content of
specialisations of the creative industries study programme and sub-programme, with the support of
integrated teaching and industry professionals.
Until now, the programmes of creative industry of the Latvian Academy of Culture (including the
academic BA study programmes "Audio-visual Arts" (43213) and "Art of Contemporary Dance"
(43212), and the academic sub-programme "International Media and Cultural Management of the

programme "Arts" (45212)) have roused a steady interest in students of European higher educational
institutions, in particular the Erasmus + partner universities and the Lifelong Learning Programme.
Over the period from 2014 to 2016 70 exchange students have come to the LAC within the Erasmus+
programme, and the number of students, exchanged annually, is increasing annually. Students from
the Russian Federation, China, Georgia, Germany and Norway have also studied in the study
programme "Arts" and its sub-programmes. Part of the students have entered the study programmes
organised in the state language. Due to the limited technological capacity of the LAC and resources of
the teaching staff, it has never been possible to offer programmes or their parts in audio-visual and
performing arts in foreign languages; In English, only separate study courses are organised, whereas
in the programme "Arts" (45212) of the academic MA study programme "International Media and
Cultural Management" lectures take place mainly in German, and individual lectures also in English.
It provides a stable flow of foreign students and participation in the study process at the LAC.
In 2016 the joint MA study programme "Creative Industries and Innovations" of the LAC and the Riga
Technical University will be developed on the basis of the sub-programme "Cultural Management and
Creative Industries" as part of the LAC academic MA study programme "Arts" (45212); this subprogramme will be fully export-oriented: the study process will take place in English and it will be
intensively offered abroad. After the licencing of the study programme, it is planned to start its
implementation in the study year 2017/2018. In parallel with the LAC and the RTU joint MA
Programme "Creative Industries and Innovations", the LAC has started work on the joint development
of the LAC and the RTU academic BA study programme "Creative Industries". After the licencing of
the study programme, it is planned to start its implementation in the study year 2017/2018.
Since 2010, the Latvian Culture College of the LAC has been running the EC Lifelong Learning
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Programme Erasmus (since 2014 – Erasmus+), and is implementing not

exchanges with partner countries but also with programme countries within Erasmus+ international
mobility projects.
Starting work with the Erasmus programme, the first priority was to secure a stable outgoing mobility
flows, thus placing emphasis on the mobility of students and staff of the LAC. In parallel, incoming
mobility has been implemented, as provided for in the principles of the Erasmus+ programme
guidelines for implementing the programme stipulated by the EC. For example, within

the framework of the study programme "Library Science and Information" (41321), the LAC library
has been the internship place for students of eight collaborative university over the six years of the
implementation of the Erasmus programme, while the lecturers of the "Contemporary Dance" study
programme have gained first experience working with incoming Erasmus students, and ensuring the
implementation of some study courses for visiting LAC exchange students.
Currently, when the first priority has been implemented, the LAC actively pursues the goals defined
in the Erasmus policy description; one of them is to increase the flow of the incoming Erasmus
students. The main objective to achieve the goal is to restructure the contents of the study courses
offered for Erasmus+ students by developing a modular approach. It has been planned to implement
the basic module and three optional modules. The proposed study course restructuring plan of study
courses will ensure the development of a specific offer for partner universities and will allow
effectively addressing the potential partner universities that will increase the number of foreign
students. Erasmus+ students coming to the Latvian Academy of Culture will be able to choose modules
for study courses (with the possibility to choose individual study courses) (in line with the Agreement
of 19 January 2011 between the LCC and the LAC on the arrangements for the realisation of lecture
courses for foreign Erasmus students), which will increase the number of students who have attended
the study courses.
The goal set for the LAC study programmes is to integrate into the circulation of international audiovisual art education, cultural business activities and education for creative industries. This is an
essential condition for the promotion of the export capacity of the

LKA creative industry

programmes of the academic programme "Arts" (45212), including the academic BA study
programme "Audio-visual Arts" (43213) and the sub-programmes "Audio-visual Art: Film Directing
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and Production", "Cultural Management and Creative Industries", and "International
Culture and

Media Management", as well as the joint LAC and the RTU professional MA study programmes
"Creative Industries and Innovations" and the LAC academic BA study programme "Creative
industries", which are in the process of development; the aim is to attract students from the European
Union and other countries to do both full-time study programmes and short-term mobility in the field
of audio-visual education, as well as in the field of cultural and creative industries, especially in the
Baltic and Scandinavian countries.
The LAC and the LCC actively work on improving and modernising the academic staff and
administration, thus promoting the attraction of foreign students and their interest in these educational
institutions. It is also planned to modernise the teaching environment and infrastructure, which in the
most direct way affects the interest and desire of foreign students to study. These changes have the

most positive impact on all students of the LAC and the College, therefore, we can conclude that
attracting foreign students to the LAC and the College is an important source of additional financial
income, a means to ensure the welfare and satisfaction of students with studies, which corresponds to
the main directions of implementation of the provision of STEM study programmes: cooperation with
employers, industry associations and international partners: evaluation of study programme content,
summary of current skills, abilities and knowledge; cooperation for the provision of study practices;
cooperation for ensuring the study process (guest lecturers: industry representatives, lecturers in
industry, etc.).
See the plan of the promotion of export capacity of the LAC programmes in creative industries in
Chapter 3.3 as part of the “The Curriculum Development Plan” that includes the sub-programme
"Audiovisual Art: Film Directing and Production” of the academic BA study programme "Audiovisual Arts" (43213) and the academic MA programme "Arts" (45212); "Cultural Management and
Creative Industries", "International Culture and Media Management", as well as the joint (LAC and
RTU) study programme "Creative Industries and Innovations" and the LAC academic BA study
programme "Creative Industries" that both are in the process of development; also the LCC
specialisations in creative industries: “Media Production”, “Sound Reinforcement System”, “Light
Design”, “Contemporary Dance” and the specialisation ''Technical Producer of Events” that is in the
process of development.

2.6. Opportunities for diversifying education supply
Analysing the results of labour market demand and employers' surveys, as well as taking into account
the tendencies of the orders of the cultural branch and the development trends of the creative industries
sector, the study offer, which is carried out within the framework of the LAC study direction "Arts"
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and the LAC study programme "Contemporary Dance" (41212), including the content of study
programmes and specialisations, is gradually being adapted to changes in the structure of the labour
market of the cultural sector, also taking into account the objective of the NDP 2020 to increase the
number of creative industries and employees. On the basis of these arguments, the LAC study direction
"Arts" has paid particular attention to the possibilities of diversification of study programme
specifications and supply of studies since 2015. The academic year 2015/2016 saw the beginning of
the implementation of the sub-programme " Choreography of Contemporary Dance" of the academic
study programme "Art of Contemporary Dance" (43212)", which is part of the academic BA study
programme "Arts" (43212); the sub-programme was realised in 2016/2017. The implementation of the
academic BA study programme "Audio-visual Art" (43213), created on the basis of several subprogrammes of the academic BA study programme "Arts", started in the academic year 2016/2017.

The year 2016 bears witness to the development of the professional MA study programme "Creative
Industries and Innovations” in cooperation with the Riga Technical University, as well as the
preparation of the LAC and the RTU academic BA study programme "Creative Industries”.
In response to the changing and constantly growing industry quality requirements, the LAC and the
LCC annually update the content of the study programmes, taking into account the views of the
industry on the possibilities of supplementing the content. As a result, STEM specialists acquire
training, including the branches of Creative Industries.
The academic and research capacity of the LAC and the LCC, the development trends of the cultural
sector and creative industries as well as the specialisation offered by the LAC study direction "Arts"
and the LAC and LCC study programme "Contemporary Dance" (41212) are also the most important
arguments for a further diversification the LAC and the LCC study supply.
The diversification of education supply of the LCC will be implemented in accordance with the work
plan, setting the following priorities: the development of non-formal education, involving industry
professionals from the industry associations who are also LCC lecturers; the implementation of career
education activities (for both the existing and the potential students) by promoting the study
possibilities in creative industries and the development of a new supply of specialisations in creative
industries.
During the next programming period, new forms of cooperation will be sought, working on new
occupational standards and a new supply of study programmes in cooperation with sectoral
associations and the Sector Expert Councils.

2.7. Industry involvement in the planning, implementation and evaluation of study
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programmes in creative industries
The study, research and artistic creative activities carried out by the Latvian Academy of Culture are
characterised by a close relationship with the culture sector and the creative industries sector, thus
ensuring active involvement of the academic and research staff of the LAC as well as students in the
current processes of development of culture, art and creative industries.
An important role in the implementation and development of the study direction of creative industries
and its programmes is played by cooperation with Latvian theatres, the Latvian Filmmakers Union, the
Latvian National Commission for UNESCO, the Latvian National Cultural Centre, the Latvian
National Archives, the State Inspection for Heritage, the Riga Latvian Society, the Latvian Film
Producers Association, etc.
LAC students of the study programmes of the study direction "Arts" are also offered the opportunity

to acquire practical skills necessary for specialisation in theatres, museums, archives, municipalities
and other institutions by participating in research commissioned by Latvian cultural organisations
(including the Ministry for Culture and the Latvian National Centre for Culture of the Republic of
Latvia). The tradition of research that corresponds to the sector of culture and arts is in a process of
active development, including the tradition of interdisciplinary research, which also includes applied
research commissioned by the cultural sectors of national and local government authorities The LAC
has concluded cooperation agreements with a number of local governments (Jūrmala City Council,
Valka District Council, Jelgava, Jēkabpils Municipality, Ikšķile District Municipality, Salaspils
District Council, Sigulda District Council, etc.).
Cooperation agreements with a number of organisations have been concluded to ensure student
practices, including the studio F.O.R.M.A., the Association of Latvian Castles and Manors, the State
Ltd. Latvia Concerts, the Contemporary Art Centre, the municipal agency "Cēsis Culture and Tourism
Centre", municipalities etc.
The development of the study programme "Arts" of the LAC and the improvement and updating of
their content take place in close cooperation with the cultural sector, taking into account the
recommendations of employers and responding to the demand of the labour market. For instance, the
preparation group for the academic BA study programme "Audio-visual Arts", (43212) licensed in
June 2016, involved experts from the sector (Latvian National Film Centre, VFS Films, Baltic Media
Excellence Centre for Media Excellence, leading specialists of Latvian Television) along with the
academics and administrative staff of the LAC. These are specialists who possess the knowledge and
skills necessary for the audio-visual arts industry and are competent in the labour market of the sector
as they represent the main groups of possible employers of the programme graduates: film production
studios and other institutions related to the audio-visual sector (distribution81and presentation of films,
state and non-governmental organisations related to film education, etc.), television studios and other
media using audio-visual communications. The development of the new study programme took into
account the information that was at the disposal of the Latvian Filmmakers Union on the current
situation of the industry and the possible shortage of specialists in the sector, as well as forecasts for
the development of the field.
A similar practice is being implemented when creating and developing other LAC study programmes.
The introduction and continuous improvement of the practice system in the study year 2014/2015
facilitates student communication with potential employers and industry representatives, helping them
to integrate into the development of the cultural and related sectors and into the labour market. In
individual cases (in the form of reports and individual informal communication) it also allows to

receive feedback from practitioners about the students of the LAC, their skills and knowledge, and the
necessary improvements.
The results of employers' surveys are used to evaluate the study programme implemented by the LAC
and its compliance with the requirements of the labour market. The regular implementation of the
survey of employers and the analysis of the obtained data allow to strengthen the link with potential
employers and the whole cultural sector, and to develop the link between the needs of the students and
the changing labour market environment, taking into account the opinions of the graduates and
employers in the surveys.
The aim of the modernisation of the study programmes implemented within the framework of the
LAC study direction "Arts" is to ensure a relevant results-oriented, student-centered supply of studies,
tailored to the changing labour market demand in cooperation with the culture branch and the creative
industries sector. As a result, in accordance with the demand of the sector of culture and the creative
industry sector, study programmes and sub-programmes will be developed and improved in
accordance with the changing labour market requirements, and competitive specialists will be
prepared who will possess knowledge and skills required to develop the cultural sector in general,
and the field of the performing arts in particular, as well as the sector of creative industries.
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In 2016 the LAC started the development of the joint (LAC and RTU) academic BA study programme
"Creative Industries" (the planned code: 43217; study direction “Arts”; six terms with 120 credit
points). The programme is designed to prepare business specialists in creative industries who
understand business processes and regularities, know the business models and can find their
bearings in the fields of culture and art and the specific features of the activities of cultural
organisations. Graduates of the programme are able to create new companies, start-ups, work in
creative industries and cultural organisations, organise projects and events, promote the development
of creative industries in different sectors. The creation of a new three-year programme will facilitate
faster entry into the labour market and personal career development by becoming employers, not only
employees. The aim of the programme: to promote a change in thinking of the students who are
interested in culture, art and creative processes while advancing from an employee to an employer, and
to develop students' ability to see a business potential in creative practices, thus contributing to the
development of the culture and creative industries sector in Latvia.
In parallel, in 2016 the development of the joint professional MA study programme "Creative
Industries" was started by the Latvian Academy of Culture and the Riga Technical University. This
study programme is designed to promote interdisciplinary cooperation in the training of specialists in
creative industries by combining cultural and business competencies. The aim of the study programme
is to prepare leaders of creative industries and cultural organisations who understand the global
processes and can act at the international level who are creative, appreciate and understand the
contribution of intercultural arts, culture and business, and can transform creative practices into
business.
Both of these programmes involve university lecturers, industry and creative industry policy makers.
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In the framework of the LAC study process, regular activities are being carried out for the involvement
of the industry in the planning, implementation and evaluation of study programmes of creative
industries, involving cooperation with sectoral export councils or associations, and employers.
 At the end of each academic year, the content of the study programmes and sub-programmes is
reviewed according to the development of the sector of culture and the creative industries sector,
the current events and demand. The results of surveys of students, applicants, graduates and
employers are taken into account.
 Since February 2016 the study course "Creative Business" has been implemented in cooperation
with the Art Academy of Latvia and the creative industry professional organisations in the subprogrammes "Culture Theories and Management" and "Sociology and Management of Culture"
of the LAC programme "Arts" (45212). Within the framework of the lecture course, students

attend business incubators, meet business executives and create business ideas themselves,
which are presented to a commission of industry experts.
 Within the framework of the study course "Specialisation Practice" of the sub-programme
"Cultural Management and Creative Industries" which is part of the academic MA study
programme "Arts" (45212), students meet leaders of cultural organisations: visiting theatres,
contemporary art and concert organisations, discussing relevant issues in the field of industry
professionals.
 Within the framework of the study course "Development Trends in Creative Industries" of the
sub-programme "Culture Management and Creative Industries" of the academic MA study
programme “Arts” (45212), the LAC invites international guest lecturers and field practitioners
to share their experiences with students, arranges discussions and seminars, and gives students
specific topical problem solving tasks.
 In 2016 the LAC became a member of the Latvian Art Directors Club (LADC). The
Association takes care of the development of professional standards for creative
industries, educates, and provides experience and information exchange between the
creative industry professionals and the public. The Latvian Art Directors Club is an
association representing more than 70 countries that brings together creative industry
professionals. Becoming a member, the LAC students and faculty have access to LADC
knowledge, programmes and privileges. This is especially important in the context of promoting
the diversity of education in creative industries. Participation also includes consulting with the
LADC Board, which provides access to creative industry professionals.
 The LAC has signed a cooperation agreement with the Latvian Investment and Development
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Agency (LIAA) (No BIZIN-SP-2016/1) on co-operation between the creative industries
incubator and the LAC. The object of the agreement is cooperation between the LAC and the
LIAA in the framework of the Operational Programme No 3.1.1. "Growth and Employment"
with an aim to advance the specific support objective "To promote the creation and development
of SMEs, in particular in the manufacturing industry and in the priority sectors of RIS3" of the
event No 3.1.1.6. "Regional Business Incubators and the Creative Industry Incubator". The
agreement determines the participation of representatives of the LAC in incubator commissions,
the provision of mentoring services and the commitment to cooperate with foreign lecturers.

The study programmes of the Latvian Culture College are implemented and planned taking into
account the rapidly changing human resources, working environment etc. in Latvia, thus making the

supply of education programmes as effective and flexible as possible, which is a crucial factor in
competitiveness. The close collaboration of the LCC with the industry, including the largest employers,
enables timely identification of the education demand in the sector and the labour market, thus
developing and presenting up-to-date content of educational programmes. The LCC motivates its
activities with the aim of developing, offering and implementing a high-quality, creative labour
market-oriented education, as well as the opportunity of lifelong learning.
The cooperation of the LCC with employers and professional organisations is carried out in the following
ways:
 About the student practice. According to the study programme, there are four practices during
the study period, which are implemented in cooperation with employers. Students of the study
programme "Contemporary Dance" go to practice in state, local government, nongovernmental and private sector institutions in all regions of Latvia. Each year, students go
to different places of practice, of which 10-15% are state institutions (for example, State
Ltd Latvian Puppet Theatre, the State Ltd Latvian Concerts, the State Ltd New Riga
Theatre, etc.), 24-30% are municipal institutions (for example, Association of Riga
Municipal Cultural Institutions, Culture House "Lielvārde", Ventspils City Council Culture
Centre, Birzgale Folk House, Jekabpils Culture Board, etc.), as well as 55-66% in the private
or non-governmental sector institutions (for example, TV3 Latvija Ltd., the Contemporary Art
Centre of Latvia, Drawings Theatre Ltd, the Association of Latvian Dance Teachers
Association, the Association of Professional Modern Dance Choreographers Association, the
Argentine Tango Federation, Edmunds Veizāns Fashion Dance Studio etc.). The LAC
conducts a survey of employers in order to identify their needs.
 In assessing the skills of the trainees, the employers take part in 85
evaluating the trainees by
completing a trainee's profile.
 By listening to the current needs of employers and accordingly improving the study process
and the study programme to meet these needs. Participation in informational seminars,
organised by the National Culture Centre of the Republic of Latvia in all regions of Latvia in
consultation with the industry needs. Taking into account the documents developed by the
leading institutions of the culture sector and participating in working groups where the current
needs of the sector are noted, in 2015 the LCC expanded the possibilities to study part-time
for specialists of the culture sector to acquire the first level professional higher education.

 By offering opportunities for continuing vocational education and training. Upon the request of
the sector, LCC has updated its offer for professionals in the field of culture education and
professional development. The most popular of the courses offered has been "Light Design
Basics". In cooperation with the National Culture Centre of the Republic of Latvia, courses for
further education of integrated content for the technical staff of the Cultural Centres, who work
with the lighting and sound technique. The LCC offers to organise professional development
courses for municipalities in the regions, as required.
 By preparing new specialities and study programmes for licensing. When hearing the needs of
the employers, the LCC, together with employers, is working on the development of the content
of new specialisations and the new study programmes. Several working meetings have been
held with employers in the sector, working on the offer of qualification requirements for new
specialists and speaking to Sector Expert Councils, as well as meeting industry association.
Joint work has been launched and will continue on restructuring the Sectoral Map.
 As to the guest lecturers, the LCC annually collaborates with professionals in the field, inviting
them to share success stories, non-standard solutions to problems and other current events in
the culture sector. Every year, the number of guest lecturers varies from 80 to 120, depending
on the study programme (see the annual reports of the LCC Self-Assessment Reports34).
The LCC also affects the growth of Latvia's regional economy by offering resources and opportunities
that reduce the regional differences in Latvia by preparing skilled specialists for the regional labour
market, creating opportunities for graduates of an educational establishment to start some business or
self-employment.
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2.8. The quality of the study process, including academic integrity
and ethics,

implemented in the framework of the study direction "Arts" of the Latvian Academy of
Culture, including academic integrity and ethics, is ensured by:
1. Regular external quality assessment.
2. Regular internal quality assessment.
Regular external quality assessment. The accreditation of the study programme "Arts" and the
study programmes included therein is in accordance with the Regulation No 407 of the Cabinet of
Ministers "Regulation for the Accreditation of Higher Education Institutions, Colleges and Study
Directions",

34 http://kulturaskoledza.lv/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/Studiju-virziens_VANIP.pdf

14.07.2015; the licensing of the new study programmes is carried out in accordance with Regulation
No 408 of the Cabinet of Ministers "Regulations for Licensing Study Programmes", 14.07.2015.
Regular internal quality assessment. The process of quality assurance and supervision is implemented
by the Study Department, directors of study programmes, heads of departments, heads of subprogrammes and specialisations under the administrative direction of the Vice-Rector for Academic
Work and the political guidance of the Rector. The study programmes and sub-programmes of the LAC
study direction "Arts" are subject to quality control measures, which are implemented in each study year
in accordance with the provisions of the regulatory enactments regulating the LKA study process.
The Constitution of the LAC stipulates that the internal quality assurance system of the LAC is
implemented by the Study Department of the LAC and the Council of Study Programmes, whose
activities are regulated by the regulations approved by the Senate of the LAC. The LAC Study
Department, in accordance with the Regulation of the Study Department35 of the Latvian Academy of
Culture together with the Council of Study Programmes, implements the internal quality assurance
system of the LAC. Analysis and monitoring of the study process quality is a priority function of the
Study Department. The LAC Council of Study Programmes acts as follows in accordance with the
Regulation of the Council of Study Programmes36:


it oversees the implementation of the BA and MA programmes of the LAC and the
implementation of the sub-programmes included therein;



it evaluates and approves changes proposed by the departments in the study programmes and
their sub-programmes;
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it develops and submits new normative documents and regulations for the improvement of the
study process to the Senate of the LAC, and decide on the procedure for the execution of
documents related to the study process and the procedure for issuing them.

The implementation of the LAC doctoral study programme "Arts" (51212) and the quality of the study
process in accordance with the Regulation of the Research and Artistic Council37 of the Latvian
Academy of Culture is supervised by the Research and Artistic Council of the Latvian Academy of
Culture.

35 Available

at: http://www.lka.edu.lv/assets/media/cms_page_media/170/LKA_Studiju_dep_nolikums.pdf
at: http://www.lka.edu.lv/assets/media/cms_page_media/170/Studiju_programmu_padomes_nolikums.pdf
37 Available at: http://www.lka.edu.lv/assets/media/cms_page_media/170/Zinatniskas_un_makslinieciskas_padomes_nolikums.pdf
36 Available

The heads of study programmes, sub-programmes and specialisations in cooperation with the lecturers
of the study courses, heads of study departments, departments and the Vice-Rector for Academic Work
perform analysis of the content of the study programme and the quality of studies, elaborate proposals
for improving the quality of the study programmes and the studies. The LAC departments and heads of
departments propose and develop proposals for making changes in the structure of sub-programmes in
each term, as well as in the content and formulation of individual courses if this serves to optimize and
improve the study process. The LAC Students' Self-Government learns the needs, interests and
aspirations of the students for improvement of the academic process and makes proposals for
implementation of these improvements.
The results of study programmes, and surveys by graduates and employers are used to evaluate the
content of the study programmes, the quality of the work of the lecturers, the quality of the study plan,
and the study programme compliance with the requirements of the labour market.

35 Available

at: http://www.lka.edu.lv/assets/media/cms_page_media/170/LKA_Studiju_dep_nolikums.pdf
at: http://www.lka.edu.lv/assets/media/cms_page_media/170/Studiju_programmu_padomes_nolikums.pdf
37 Available at: http://www.lka.edu.lv/assets/media/cms_page_media/170/Zinatniskas_un_makslinieciskas_padomes_nolikums.pdf
36 Available
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Priority No 1 of the LAC Development Strategy 2015-2020 stipulates the task to ensure a high quality of the
study process. In the next five years, it is planned to implement a number of measures to ensure the
maintenance and improvement of the quality of studies. Performance indicators that are planned to be
evaluated on a regular basis are integrated into the evaluation of the achieved results.
Proposals for the improvement of study quality developed by the responsible structural units and
institutions are reviewed and approved as follows:
1. changes in the current term plan are reviewed and approved by the Study Department;
2. changes in the composition of lecturers are reviewed and approved by the Rector's Meetings;
3. the composition of the Heads of Programmes, the planning of the term and the examination
period, as well as other significant changes in the current study plan, are approved by an order
of the Vice-Rector for Academic Work;
4. permanent changes in study programmes are reviewed and approved by the Council of Study
Programmes;
5. permanent changes in study programmes are reviewed and approved by the LAC Senate.
The basic principles of professional ethics and behaviour of the academic and general staff of the LAC,
and students are determined by the "Code of Ethics of the Latvian Academy of Culture" (approved by
the LAC Senate on 05.12.2005. with Amendments, which were confirmed by the LAC Senate on
28.09.2009. and 13.10.2014.). The basic principles of academic ethics are stipulated by the
"Regulations of the LAC on Annual Papers", "Regulations on Creative Work", ‘Regulations on
Creative Work in the Academic BA Study Programme "Art of Contemporary Dance"’, ‘Regulations
on Creative Work in the Academic BA study programme "Audio-visual Art"’, "Methodological
Guidelines for the Development of Annual Papers, BA Papers and MA89Papers", "Regulations on
Promotion at the Latvian Academy of Culture".
The goal of quality management of the study process of the Latvian Academy of Culture, including
academic integrity and ethics, is to facilitate the development of a result-oriented study process and
ensure its high quality.
The objectives of the LAC study direction development plan envisage improving the internal quality
management system of the LAC, to formulate its internal quality assurance system in accordance with
the principles of European standards and guidelines, and to specify the study quality assurance tools.
The accomplishment of this task will promote the development of the field of study "Arts"
implemented by the LAC in accordance with the requirements of internal and external quality
assurance.

The main results of the quality management process of the study process at the LAC, including academic
integrity and ethics:
1) the quality of the LAC study programmes is ensured;
2) a study offer that has been harmonised with the opinion of students, lecturers, graduates and
employers;
3) updated content of study courses;
4) the basic principles of academic and professional ethics are ensured.

At the Latvian Culture College the main task for quality management is to ensure the quality of the
main directions for action, defined by the LCC regulations and the monitoring, development and
implementation of the tasks set forth. The main task from which the secondary tasks are derived is to
provide an opportunity to obtain the first level of professional higher education and the fourth level of
professional qualification, as well as to engage in science, research and artistic creation in accordance
with the profile of the study programmes and to provide opportunities for further education and adult
education.
The quality management process is divided into four directions of supervision:


Study process and content;



Students;



Personnel;



Infrastructure.

Study process and content

The content of studies is regulated by external normative documents: Standards and Guidelines for Quality
Assurance in the European Higher Education Area; Regulation No 407 of90the Cabinet of Ministers
"Regulations for Accreditation of Higher Education Institutions, Colleges and Study Directions",
14.07.2015.; Regulation No 408 of the Cabinet of Ministers "Regulation for Licensing of Study
Programmes", 14.07.2015.
Study programmes and study directions are regularly reviewed and verified according to the current
legislative requirements in keeping with the current requirements of the labour market, involving
employers in the evaluation of the study content. In 2013, all three study areas, implemented by the
LCC, were re-accredited for a maximum period of 6 years (until 2019): Arts; Management,
Administration and Real Estate Management; Information and Communication Sciences.
The process of implementation of the study process is regularly evaluated: self-evaluation reports are
prepared each year (each unit prepares a report for their own department; it also evaluates the processes

that should be improved); specialisation managers and lecturers are surveyed about the necessary
changes, and additions to be made to enhance the study process; students are asked to fill in
questionnaires to establish their satisfaction with the study process.
In the context of ensuring the quality of the content of the study process, it is important to consider the
issue of academic integrity and ensure ethics in the academic environment. In collaboration with arts
universities (the Latvian Academy of Culture, the Art Academy of Latvia, Jāzeps Vītols Latvian
Academy of Music), the LCC has evaluated the possibility for arts and creative institutions of higher
education to join the Unified Computerised Plagiarism Control System, developed by the University
of Latvia in 2014. However , taking into account the specific nature of the work of students in the field
of arts and creative areas, it is essential to bear in mind that this is not academic research; this is research
that has been done to substantiate the creation and topicality of an arts object or an object of creative
industry; hence, the criteria are unclear to allow for distinction of the sources used by the work: ethical
or non-ethical (plagiarism) (that is, precise distinction of the use of objects of art or their elements, the
author’s inspiration, or contribution of the supervisor of the research, etc.). Further cooperation is
planned for the development of such criteria and their incorporation into external normative documents
that would promote a unified understanding of the system of evaluating a work of art and creative
industries. In 2016, the Latvian Academy of Culture (including the LCC as its structural unit) signed
the "Agreement on the training of specialists and ensuring the development of research, creative and
artistic activities, using the state budget funds” with the Ministry for Culture of the Republic of Latvia
and the Ministry for Education and Science of the Republic of Latvia. Paragraph No 1 of the Agreement
incorporates a point on ensuring academic integrity and participation in the development of laws and
regulations governing intellectual property issues in higher education, the implementation of
procedures and mechanisms for the prevention and detection of plagiarism.91
Students
The central element of the LCC activity, which defines the directions for quality management, is the
student who is the client and whose wishes and needs are an essential factor for the evaluation of the
study process and the study content.
The LCC conducts questionnaires on three levels: the questionnaire of the respondents (helps to get
current information on the image of the LCC among young people and potential students, and to
develop, if necessary, changes in the external communication strategy); student questionnaires
(evaluation of the study process and evaluation of lecturers once a year) and questionnaires of
graduates on further education and employment issues).
The feedback is essential after the implementation of the questionnaire process: at the beginning of the

study year students are introduced to the results of the questionnaire, the shortcomings found, if any,
and the action plan developed by the LCC to eliminate them.
Personnel
Evaluation of the results of the work of the LCC personnel is carried out annually in accordance with
the legislation of Latvia.
The LCC conducts students' questionnaires in respect of lecturers who work at the LCC for the first
year, thus obtaining the opinion of the students about the lecturer's competencies, suitability, teaching
methodology, etc. After the results of the student questionnaires are compiled, evaluation of the results
is carried out together with the lecturer.
Teachers' questionnaires are also conducted prior to academic elections, obtaining students' opinion
about the suitability of a particular lecturer for reading the given study course for the subsequent
election period.
The main objective of staff assessment is to plan compliance of human resources with the goals set by
the LCC, to ensure a qualitative study process, and to promote the development of professional
competences of the staff.
Each LCC unit/ department will annually establish and approve a work plan, in which the tasks directly
support the implementation of the LCC objectives and strategic plan. The staff of all structural units
are actively involved in the development of the unit's work plan, thus promoting active participation
of the personnel in setting annual goals and defining development priorities.
Infrastructure
Heads of the Maintenance Unit and the Technical Unit are involved in the development plan of the
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LCC infrastructure. The required annual improvements and additions to the current LAC infrastructure
are planned in order not only to ensure successful organisation of the study process, but also to support
the strategic development plan of the LCC (to provide the necessary equipment for the modernised
study process, to connect with the creative industry environment and laboratories, which are necessary
for the development of creative industries programmes and IT equipment for the lecture rooms, taking
into account the need to integrate global education and labour market requirements). The infrastructure
development plan is

developed jointly with students and the staff, evaluating the results of the survey, in which students
and lecturers, specialisation managers, and general staff can express their assessment of the current
state of the infrastructure and indicate the necessary development directions.

3. The strategic part of the Development Plan for Education Programmes
Development Plan 2016-2020
3.1. The objective of the Development Plan for Education Programmes
The Latvian Academy of Culture: To provide result-oriented, student-centered high-level studies in
the humanities and social sciences, cultural and creative industries, theatre, audio-visual and the arts
of contemporary dance, research in the humanities and social sciences, to encourage the training of
young researchers and artistic creativity, promoting the STEM priority area, including the development
of creative industries.
The Latvian Culture College: To develop a qualitative educational process and supply, oriented
towards the needs of cultural and creative industries.

3.2. The main results of the Development Plan for Education Programmes
The main results of the Development Plan for Education Programmes have been defined in accordance
with the set strategic objectives of the LAC Development Strategy 2015-2020 for the LAC study
direction "Arts”:
1. Advancement of knowledge about the processes of development of national culture, crosscultural interactions and creative industries in the local and global context, about issues
regarding the national tangible and intangible cultural heritage and the uniqueness of the
Latvian national identity, as well as strengthening of the social responsibility of the society of
Latvia for the significance of culture and art, including the development of creative economy.
2. Development of research-based cultural education, provided with high-quality,
internationally
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recognised studies in the fields of culture and arts (performing arts and audio-visual) and in the
creative industries sector; new study programmes have been created at the BA and MA level
studies, and continued improvement of the doctoral study programme.
3. A diversified education offer at the BA and MA level, which is provided by internationally recognised
high-quality studies in the STEM study programmes in the field of audio-visual and creative industries
that meet the changing demands of the labour market.

4. Correspondence of the knowledge, skills, competences and attitudes, acquired during the
studies, to the requirements of sustainable development of the Latvian culture sector, as well
as to the requirements of the European Union and humanitarian traditions. Programmes of the
study direction form a solid foundation for lifelong learning.

5. Training of competitive specialists with knowledge and skills to develop the culture sector
as a whole, the stage and audio-visual sector as well as the creative industries sector who
are required by the labour market in the sectors of cultural, audio-visual and performing
arts, and creative industries.
The main results of the Latvian Culture College:
1. Adaption of the education offer to the international demand, and expansion of cooperation
networks.
2. Development of marketing innovation and the centre for further education and professional
competence.
3. Research of new directions and development of study programmes.
4. Development of research activities.
5. Upgrading of the technological knowledge and skills, which are vitally important for the
development of STEM and creative industries.
The development plan of the study direction is reviewed, evaluating its implementation at the end of
each academic year.
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3.1. Development Plan of Education Programmes 2016 – 2020
Tasks
(U1) Quality assurance for
LAC study programmes

Events
(P1.1) To update the content
of study programmes
according to the changes in
demand and strategic priorities

(P1.2) To diversify the offer of
education: to develop new
(including international and
joint) study programmes,
including STEM study
programmes.

Deadline or
period
2016–2020

2016–2020

Responsible

Performance indicators

LAC Vice-Rector for Academic
Work, Study Programme Board

(R1.1.1) The activities of the Study Programme
Board with the aim of coordinating the supply and
content of sub-programmes with the demand and
recommendations of employers

Vice-Rector for Academic Work,
Study Programme Board

(R1.1.2) Activities of the Study Programme Board
with the aim of making changes in the study
programmes in accordance with the results of student
and graduate assessment surveys

Vice-Rector for Academic
Work, Study Programme Board

(R1.1.3) Interdisciplinary study approach

Departments

(R.1.1.4) Updating of study courses

Vice-Rector for Academic Work,
Study Programme Board,
Departments

(R.1.1.5) Proportion of study courses in foreign
languages in study programmes,%

Study Department

(R1.1.6) Employment rate of graduates in the
graduate surveys (first year after graduation and in
general)

Vice-Rector for Academic Work,
Departments, Study Programme
Board

(R1.2.1) New BA, MA and doctoral study
programmes in creative industries (number at each
of study levels)

Vice-Rector for Academic Work,
Departments, Study Programme
Board

(R1.2.2) Number of new study programmes
(including international and joint study programmes)
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Study Department, Department of
Communication and International
Cooperation
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(R1.2.3) The number of students (including full-time
foreign students) in the new study programmes

Tasks

Events

(P1.3) To optimise the quality
assurance system of the study
programmes

Deadline or
period

Responsible

Performance indicators

2017–2018

Vice-Rector for Academic Work,
Departments, Study Department

(R1.2.4) Development of the professional MA
study programme "Creative Industries and
Innovations" in cooperation with the Riga
Technical University

2017–2018

Vice-Rector for Academic Work,
Departments, Study Department

(R1.2.5) Development of the professional BA study
programme "Creative Industries" in cooperation with
the Riga Technical University

2016–2020

Study Department

Study Department

Study Department

Study Department

Study Department

Study Department
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(R.1.3.1) Coordination of the study programme
quality assessment system with the current
requirements of the national and EU normative
documents
(R1.3.2) Regular and systematic assessment of the
quality of study programmes: measurements of
assessment of of graduates
(R1.3.3) Regular and systematic assessment of the
quality of study programmes: measurements of
assessment of of graduates
(R1.3.4) Regular and systematic assessment of the
quality of study programmes: assessment of
lecturers involved in the study programmes
(R1.3.5) Regular and systematic assessment of the
quality of study programmes: measurements of
employers and practice providers
(R1.3.6) Informing students, lecturers and the
public about the quality assurance indicators of the
study programmes (provision of feedback)

Tasks

Events

Deadline or
period

Responsible

Performance indicators

(P1.4) To implement quality
improvement activities of study
programmes in accordance with
the results of the evaluation

2016–2020

Vice-rector for Academic Work,
(R1.4.1) Consultative discussions with all
Heads of Departments, Directors of involved in the study process (department heads,
Study Programmes
sub-programme managers, lecturers, students)

(P1.5) To attract resources for
the implementation of study
programmes

2016–2020

Directors of Study Programmes,
Study Department, Department of
Communication and International
Cooperation

(R1.5.1) Number of students (including full-time
foreign students, lecturers and listeners) in study
programmes

Vice-rector for Academic Work,
(R1.5.2) Stabilization of student dropout rate in each
Heads of Departments, Directors of programme and sub-programme
Study Programmes, Study
Department

(P1.6) Development of e-study
and Intranet environment

2017–2020

Vice-Rector for Academic Work,
Study Programme Board,

(R1.5.3) Provision of state-funded places for all
implemented study programmes

Vice-Rector for Academic
Work, Study Programme Board,

(R1.5.4) Provision of state-funded places for new
study programmes

Department of Communication
and International Cooperation

(R1.5.5) Number of participants in mobility studies

Vice-Rector for Academic Work,
Study Department, Maintenance
Department

(R1.6.1) Development of e-study courses

Study Department,
Maintenance Department

(R1.6.2) Providing informative technological base of
e-studies

Study Department,
Maintenance Department

(R1.6.3) Ensuring Intranet environment
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Tasks

(U2) To improve the
recruitment activities of
applicants and facilitate
student internationalisation

Events

Deadline or
period

(P1.7) To participate in the
implementation of a joint
inter-institutional plagiarism
prevention system and to
improve the system of
prevention of plagiarism at the
Academy

2017-2020

(P1.8) In line with the
development of the sector and
the demand of the labour
market, to update the content
of the study programs,
including STEM (audio-visual
and creative industries) sectors

2017–2020

(P2.1) To promote the increase
of the number of applicants in
sub-programmes and
specialisations

2016–2020

(P2.2) To facilitate the
increase of the number of
students who continue their
studies at the next levels of
study at the LAC

Responsible

Performance indicators

Vice-Rector for Academic Work,
Study Department

(R1.7.1) Introduction of a joint system of interuniversity plagiarism prevention in accordance with
legal acts

Vice-Rector for Academic Work,
Study Department

(R1.7.2) Improved plagiarism prevention system at
the LAC

Vice-Rector for Academic Work,
Study Department

(R1.8.1) Number of updated study courses in STEM
study programmes
(R1.8.2) Number of new study courses included in
STEM study programmes
(R.1.8.3) Proportion of study courses in foreign
languages in STEM study programmes,%

2016–2020

Vice-Rector for Academic Work,
Study Department, Departments,
Directors of Study Programmes,
Heads of Sub-programmes

(R2.1.1) Total number of applicants per year

Vice-Rector for Academic Work,
Study Department, Departments,
Directors of Study Programmes,
Heads of Sub-programmes

(R2.1.2) Balance of the number of applicants in subprogrammes and specialisations

Vice-Rector for Academic Work,
Study Department, Departments

(R2.2.1) Number of students who continue their
studies at the LAC after studies in other higher
educational establishments

Vice-Rector for Academic
Work, Study Department,
Departments, Directors of Study
Programmes, Heads of Subprogrammes

(R2.2.2) The number of LAC graduates who continue
their studies at the LAC at the next level of study
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Tasks

Events

(P2.3) To inform the target
audience about the study
opportunities at the LAC,
diversifying the study
information forms

(P2.4) Improve admission
process

(U3) To strengthen the
connection of the study
process with the labour
market of the sector,
including STEM study
programme content

(P3.1) To diversify the supply
of study programmes in line
with the demands of the
labour market

Deadline or
period

2016–2020

2016–2020

2016–2020

Responsible

Performance indicators

Study Department, Directors
of Study Programmes, Heads
of Sub-programmes

(R2.2.3) The number of graduates of the LAC LCC
who continue their studies at the LAC BA level

Study Department, Department of
Communication and International
Cooperation

(R2.3.1) Assessment of applicants of the availability
of information about study opportunities at the LAC
(sufficient information)

Study Department, Department of
Communication and International
Cooperation

(R2.3.2) Developed and distributed informative
materials

Department of Communication
and International Cooperation

(R2.3.3) Acquired various distribution channels
(including international dissemination platforms)

Department of Communication
and International Cooperation

(R2.3.4) Specified forms of information (for pupils,
teachers, parents, LCC graduates, foreign applicants)

Department of Communication
and International Cooperation

(R2.3.5) Specific information forms at different levels
of study opportunities at the LAC

Vice-Rector for Academic Work,
Study Department, Departments

(R2.4.1) Specified criteria for assessing entrance
examinations

Study Department

(R2.4.2) The aggregated opinion of the applicants
about the information campaign, the admission
process and the results used to improve the
recruitment process

Vice-Rector for Academic Work, (R3.1.1) Number of international study programmes
Study Programme Board, Directors
of Study Departments, Departments
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modernisation in
cooperation with industry
export councils or
associations, and employers.
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Tasks

Events

Deadline or
period

Responsible

Performance indicators

Vice-rector for Academic Work,
(R3.1.2) Number of joint study programmes
Study Programme Board, Directors
of Study Programmes, Departments

Vice-rector for Academic Work,
(R3.1.3) Number of professional development
Study Programme Board, Directors programmes
of study programmes, Departments

Vice-rector for Academic Work,
(R3.1.4) Number of further education / lifelong /
Study Programme Board, Directors interest education courses
of study programmes, Departments

(P3.2) To identify employers'
opinions on the compliance of
study programmes with labour
market requirements

2016–2020

(P3.3) To involve professionals
in the study process

2016–2020

Study Department

(R3.2.1) Monitoring of the employers point of view
(R3.2.2) Graduate unemployment rates are not
higher than 5% in 18 months after graduation

Vice-rector for Academic Work,
(R3.3.1) To attract at least 1 industry representative
Study Programme Board, Directors in the preparation of study programmes and updating
of study programmes, Departments the content of sub-programmes and specialisations
(updating of content no less than once a year)
Vice-rector for Academic Work,
Vice-rector for Creative Work,
Directors of Study Programmes,
Heads of Sub-programmes,
Departments

(R3.3.2) Number of professionals in the field of
culture, art and creative industries involved in the
study courses (in each sub-programme)

Vice-rector for Academic Work,
Vice-rector for Creative Work,
Directors of Study Programmes

(R3.3.3) Number of specialists in the field of
admission and final examination commissions (in
each sub-programme)
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Tasks

Events

Deadline or
period

Responsible

Performance indicators

Heads of Sub-programmes,
Departments
Vice-rector for Academic Work,
Vice-rector for Creative Work,
Directors of Study Programmes,
Heads of Sub-programmes,
Departments

(R3.3.4) The number of consultations provided by
the industry professionals, including the Latvian
Investment and Development Agency, and the
Latvian Art Directors Club, in modernising the
content of STEM programmes.

(P3.4) To promote cooperation
of academic staff with sector
institutions

2016–2020

Vice-rector for Academic Work,
(R3.4.1) Number of guest lectures, seminars,
Study Programme Board, Directors workshops, and participation in sector projects (for
of Study Programmes, Departments each lecturer per year)

(P3.5) To provide a diverse,
sector-tailored student
placement proposal for practice

2016–2020

Directors of Study Programmes,
Heads of Sub-programmes, Study
Department, Departments

(R3.5.1) Number of LAC co-operation agreements
with partner organisations on providing students with
practice

Department of Communication
and International Cooperation

(R3.5.2) Number of LAC graduate placement
contracts in international programmes

Vice-rector for Academic Work,
Directors of Study Programmes,
Heads of Sub-programmes
Departments

(R3.6.1) Outside the study plan, the number of guest
lectures, seminars, and creative workshops, and
workshops, involving specialists from the sector (in
each sub-programme)

Study Department

(R3.6.2) Number of universities of cooperation where
study courses are available

Study Department

(R3.6.3) Number of students attending classes at
partner universities as listeners

Study Department

(R3.6.4) Number of cases of cooperation
with creative industry organisations,
implemented within the framework of the
study course "Creative Business" of the
academic BA study programme "Arts"

(P3.6) To diversify study
opportunities (including study
forms)

2016–2020
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(43212) "Culture Theory and Management"
and "Sociology and Culture Management"
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Tasks
(U4) To promote
student mobility

(U5) To facilitate the LAC
export capacity of the
upgradable STEM study
programmes38

Events
(P4.1) Extending the students'
international and professional
experience

Deadline or
period
2016–2020

Responsible

Performance indicators

Department of Communication
and International Cooperation

(R4.1.1) Number of mobility projects

Department of Communication
and International Cooperation

(R4.1.2) Number of universities of co-operation

Department of Communication
and International Cooperation

(R4.1.3) Number of visiting students

Department of Communication
and International Cooperation

(R4.1.4) Number of students participating in mobility

(P5.1) Development of the
technological base and study
process in accordance with
European audio-visual
education requirements
(CILECT standard),
international cooperation
within the framework of
CILECT

2017–2019

Department of Theatre and
Audio-visual Art

(R5.1.1) The Academy – an institutional member of
CILECT

(P5.2) Provision of the
academic BA study programme
"Audio-visual Art" (43213) for
students of the European Union
and other countries

2019–2020

Department of Theatre and
Audio-visual Art

(R5.2.1) The academic BA study programme "Audiovisual Art" (43213) offers modules and separate study
courses in English and Russian - 10 study courses in
the specialties "Film Directing", "Art of Camera
Operator", "Montage and Sound".

(P5.3) Facilitating mobility of
lecturers and students within
the framework of Erasmus and
other EU programmes:
improvement of cooperation
agreements between the
existing intercultural higher
education institutions, creation

2017–2020

Department of Communication
and International Cooperation,
Department of Theatre and
Audio-visual Art

(R5.3.1) Number of cooperation agreements with
other higher education institutions: 5-7
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(R5.3.2) Two international workshops a year

of new cooperation networks,
international workshops for the
acquisition of state-of-the-art
technologies
38

Including the LAC academic BA study programme "Audio-visual Art" and the sub-programme "Audio-visual Art" of the academic MA study programme "Arts", "Cultural Management and
Creative Industries", "International Culture and Media Management", as well as the joint study programme "Creative Industries" (LAC and RTU), that currently is at the stage of development,
and the LCC Study Programmes "Management of Art Institutions" and "Contemporary Dance".
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Tasks

Events

Deadline or
period

Responsible

Performance indicators
(R5.3.3) Number of lecturers involved in mobility
(incoming) per year: 3
(R5.3.4) Number of lecturers involved in mobility
(outgoing) per year: 3
(R5.3.5) Number of students involved in mobility
(incoming) per year: 5-7

(P5.4) Intensification of
international cooperation in the
partner network

Department of Culture
Sociology and Management

(R5.4.1) Number of guest lecturers in creative
industries per year: 2

Department of Culture
Sociology and Management

(R5.4.2) Number of cooperation organisations and
networks

2017–2020

Department of Cross-cultural
Communication and Foreign
Languages

(R5.5.1) Number of lecturers participating in
academic English classes

2017–2020

Study Department

(R5.5.2) Number of pedagogical growth measures for
providing a student-centered approach

2016–2020

Vice-rector for Academic Work,
Study Department

(R6.1.1) Measurement of graduate assessment of the
availability and support of the administrative staff
(the assessment of 'good' and 'very good' out of the
number of respondents)

(P6.2) To improve
cooperation between the
students and the academic
staff

2016–2020

Vice-rector for Academic Work,
Departments

(R6.2.1) Measurement of graduate assessment of
satisfaction with the work of the academic staff
(the assessment of 'good' and 'very good' out of the
number of respondents)

(P6.3) To improve cooperation
with the Student SelfGovernment in matters
concerning the organisation of
students' activities

2016–2020

Study Department, Department
of Communication and
International Cooperation

(R6.3.1) Number of joint activities implemented

(P5.5) Building of academic
capacity of lecturers

(P6.1) To improve cooperation
(U6) To improve
environment for the students between the administrative staff
and the students

2017–2020
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Latvian Culture College
Tasks
(U1) Development of
LCC study
programmes,
improvement of quality
and improvement of the
offer

Events

Deadline or
period

Responsible

Performance indicators

(P1.1) Diversifying the
supply of education
programmes by increasing
the supply of modular
training

2016–2020

Study Department

(R1.1.1) Number of elective professional modules

(P1.2) To develop new study
programmes, including the
STEM sector

2016–2020

Study Department, Heads of
Departments

(R1.2.1) Number of study programmes,
improvement of content of the study programme
for technical producers.

(P1.3) To improve the content
of the implementation of the
existing study programmes,
introducing new forms of
organisation of studies

2016–2020

Study Department, Heads of
Departments

(P1.3.1) The increase in the use of interactive
and interdisciplinary forms of study
implementation, which enables students to
realise their creative projects, participating in
working groups of mixed programmes and
specialisations.
(P1.3.2) The number of cooperation projects with
companies, ensuring student activity and practice
in a professional environment

(P1.4) Continuous
adaptation of
educational content to
the current requirements
of the labour market

2016–2020

Study Department, Heads of
Departments, Heads of
Specialisations

(R1.4.1) Updating the content of education
programmes once a year in co-operation with
industry / leadership recommendations.

(P1.5) To perform
modernisation of study
programmes in STEM and
Creative Industry programmes
according to the requirements
of the labour market/sector

2016–2020

Study Department, Material and
Technical Department, Heads of
Departments, Heads of
Specialisations

(R1.5.1) Upgrading of the material technical base,
modernisation of study programme content and
applied technologies in STEM and Creative Industry
programmes.
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Tasks
(U2) Plans for Quality
Management
Assurance

Events

Deadline or
period

(P2.1) To maintain and
develop an internal
quality management
system

2016–2020

(P2.2) Maintained
internal quality
management system

2016–2020

(P2.3) Monitored programme
quality

2016–2020

(P2.4) To increase students'
motivation to participate in
questionnaires and increase the
total number of students
surveyed by at least 5%
compared to the indicators over
the last 5 years

2016–2020

Responsible
Study Department

Study Department

Study Department

Study Department
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Performance indicators
(R2.1.1) Improved internal quality
management system

(R2.2.1) Monitoring of the study process, evaluation,
analysis, compilation and evaluation of students' and
personnel's points of view, ensuring assessment of
available infrastructure once a year
(R2.3.1) Collected information on the current
skills, which are necessary for the labour
market, and on competences and integration of
skills in the content of study courses
(R2.4.1) Improved internal quality management
system

